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Abstract

For the first time, from the natural requirements for the successive approximation tile

general necessary condition of validity of the Dirac's method is explicitly established. It

is proved that the conception of "the transition probability per unit time" is not valid.

The "super-platinium rules" for calculating the transition probability are derived for the

arbitraxily strong time-independent perturbation case.

1 Introduction

The problem of calculating the probability of a transition caused by a small perturbation

was considered by P.A.M.Dirac in 1926 [1] . The validity condition of" the Dirac's theory for the

case of the constant in time perturbation is that the acting time must l)e i_ol too large. In an

application of the theory the coupling parameter or tile interactiolt co_stallt of tell plays a role of

the perturbation coefficient. Naturally, it is very valuable to clarify the relationshil) between the

perturbation coefficient and the time range, in which the theory is valid.

In this paper the problem is solved: the general necessary condition of validity is established

as a explicit function of the perturbation coefficient. By deriving the exact formulae we show that

the conception of "the trausition probability per unit time" always is not valid.

2 Theory

Let us now analyze the Dirac's method in detail. For calculating tile transition probability one

has to solve the SchrSdinger equation:

ih O_p(%t) - fI_P(f',t) (1)
Ot

I:I - flo + e(/(t) ; 0 < c < 1

with the initial condition:

¢_(,_,t = 0) = _,(¢) (2)
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where

h0:,,(,_ = El?_:.(_ (:3)

First, consider the discrete spectrtun case [1]. The transition i)robability 1,1"_ffrom state _, to _:

is I a:(t)12 where

• (,.t) = y_ ay(t)_g:(F,t) (4)
I

The equation defining al(t ) is [2]:

iha:(t) = _ _ V:k(t)_'_""'.k(t) (5)
k

or in the integral form is :

iha:(t) _0 t •= ih&: + z dt_ y_ _)k(t,)e,'_*""ak(t_) (6)
k

where

V/k(t) =- f d3F_2*l(_

The al(t) is expressed in the form [2]:

.:(t)

_ E?- E_°'
; _:k = h (7)

= ._o)+ _._')(t)+:._)(t)+ ...
= &: (8)

._)(o)= ._2)(o)= ... = 0
At this stage we have to make the first remark. It is natural that the successive ai_l)roximation

will make sense only if the following question is answered: What _-order is the contribution of the

neglected part less than ? It is evident that a_n)(t) takas part in the transition probability:

(0). (1) ¢:2 (0} (2). (0). (2) a_l}w,: = I._°) I_ +_(_°)a_')" + .: .: ) + (.: .: +-: .: +1 I_) +... (9)

at terms containing s p with p >_ n. After n steps have been carried out, in order that the contri-

bution of the neglected part is less than c(_-_), ] a_'_)(t) [ must be of zero-order of s. Consequently,

the numerical value ] F('_)(t) [N of a time-dependent part F('_)(t) of a_'O(t) must be less than s -_.

Inserting (8) into (6) one gets:

_2 ._(2)i_ . . _ih( _., + _a_)(t) + _ .,, ,o) + .) -

k

Considering e I_ as a small quantity of the first order of s (i.e l__ as a zero-order quantity) and "

equating terms of the same order " [1], one gets _

/0' "ihsa_)(t) = ¢ dt_ Vrai(tl) e 'w'''t_

I'ih_P a(Pm)(t) -- _P Z dtl l'_uk(tl)6 i_amktl (2_P-1)(_,I) (11)
k

_From mathematical point of view the group scale { s" }with n being integers is chosen for compariag the terms.
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In all of these expressions, the summations are extended own" all the eigenfunctions of [t0.

At this stage we have to make the following remarks: 1.l_ach side of Eq.(10) has infinite

number of terms; the set. ( 11 ) has infinite number o[ the equations. 2.Because of the term wdue is

changed in time, the term order may be changed. Therefore "equatillg l._'i'lllS of the same order "

is not always equivalent to " equating terms containing the factor g of the same order ", in geting

(11) one has made actually the latter. 3.For separating (10) into (l l) b\" doing so the following

conditions are necessary:

i) The modulus of both sides in every equation of set, ( 11 ) must be of the stone order.

ii) The modnlus of tile right-hand sides in ditferent equations of set (11) musl be of different

order, i.e. ira Eq.(10) the modulus of the terms containing the fa¢'tor g of di[ferent order nmst be

of different one. Therefore at any time] F(")(t) [,,¢must not change their order relation deternfined

by one between their" factors { ¢" }. This means tha!

I F('O(t) [_v < _:-I for any ,t. (12)

This condition is in similar but rather deep sence as discussed by Bogoliubov and Mitropolski [3].

Consider now the case when I) is time-independent. Denoting by 1 the set of all of the states

of energy El, elc, from Eq.(ll) we obta.in (io E I ; m q_ I):

(13)

It should be noted that. ill the expression of a (a),,_",m $ I the terms in which the two snmmation

indexes get equal values (i.e. the terms with !/_,,k_,k I/},.a, k _ J, b lu)ti_ M) also contain the factor

t, etc. This means that a)"l(t)with, n >_ 2, always contain the secular reruns [3].

The general form of Fl'O(t) is

/'/" ...ff' ......= dr, din exp{i(%/1 + + %t,, )}. (14)
dO dO

where 7, is real for any n. It is easy to see [4] that

I F(n)(t) I < ,,-5 (15)

The maximal va.lue of I F('O(t) [ corresponds to the transition , in which the final and all of the

intermediate states have the same energy as the initial one. ltence the general necessary condition
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of validity (Eq.(12)) leads to (r denotes the numerical value of t)

T < T, ___ ,, = ,,'2.... , (16)

i.e. the action time of the time-independent perturbation must I)e less tllan the limiting value,
_ _ 1 in thewhich is an explicit fimction of the perturbation coefficient.. For exanaple, when c - 1.3-5

system of units with h = c = 1 we get t_ < 2.4 x 10-1°_ec. Hence the time range.in which the

Dirac's method is valid,is ultra-short.

The condition (16) is quite general, purely mathenmtical and independent of tile t'_ct whether

the perturbation is turned on suddenly or adiabatically. The time t = 0 is ua.mely the moment,

from which the perturbation could be considered as constant in time.

In the continuous spectrum case, by repeating the formalism just developed al)ove, it. is not

difficult to obtain directly the same condition.

This condition is also the necessary one of validity for an arbitrarily time-del)eudent l)ertur-

bation case because the time-independent perturl_)ation case is its particula,' one.

It must be emphasized that when the group scale { ¢" } was chosen it is necessary to use the

notions "small of some order of ¢", "large of some order of ¢- ] ,, etc. instead of the uncertain notions

as "not too small and not too large", "large enough", "sufficiently small" [1,2,5].1n using the Dil'ac's

results it is necessary to justify the existence of the validity ra.nge instead of leaning on such very

uncertain statement:" There is no difficulty in satisfying both these conditions simultaneously

provided the perturbing energy V is sufficiently small" [1].

Now we prove that the conception of "the transition probability per unit t.ime" is no! v_did. In

the time-independent perturbation case the perturbed Hamiltonian has also certain eigenvalues

and the full set of the normalized stationary eigenfunctions

]q) = Eq t q) (17)

The initial condition (2) means that at t = 0 the system state I t) is I i)u wher(' (7 1 i)o - _(7)

It=0) =1i)0 = y_ [q)(q[i)o (18)
q

At time t the system state is:

It> = Iq):'Eq'<qli>o
q

The probability Wif of a transition to I f)o is:

u :-10(,flt)l =--  o(flq)e:'E  (qli)o2
q

The probability W_ of the transitions to the final states ] ./" >0 in the region AJb [2] is:

Wi = /Zxfodf ' Y[_(qli)oe-iEqto(f'lq) 2
q

= ZO(ilq')(qli)Oe--itlEq--Eq')/A df'o(f'lq)(q'lJ")O
qqt fo

(20)

(21)
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it. must be eml)hasized that these results are exact.. They sllow lllal ev(ql wllell the perturl)ation

is "sufficiently small"and the tithe / is "not too small and not too large" [1,2,5], 1.h(' traltsitiott

l)robabilities Wif and 14",.are not l)rOl)ortional to/, i.r. it is ilnl)OSSil)le Io (lefill(' tlw ('olwel)ti(,ll of

"the transition probability per unit time". Moreover, when t approachs iltfiuily because of these

exact results are always definite, any a.1)proxinla.tion, iu whidt Wi, II'i.f are proportional to/, i.e.

approach infinity, is not valid even qualitatively. In fact, this colwel)tion and lhe [:erlni's "goldell

rule" [2,6] are only the consequences of the approximatio|_ us('d by l)irac wil[tout justit_ying the

existence of a validity region.

The right way is the following. When Eq.(17) is one of the well-knowll exa('l Iv solved eigenvahle

1)roblems in Quantunl Mechanics and when l)y using the dytmttti('al s3qlttl,'tri('s a.d the ]nt(grals

of the motion [7] we can solve exactly the time-(lel)endenl S('hrSdiltger e(luatiotJ, the formulae

(20) and (21) give the exact results immediately. When it is not so forl.ultatc, it. is l)ossible to

use the perturbatioa method t\)r the eigenvalue problem [I ,2,5,6] cart,fully (i.,. il. is necessary to

verify" the validity condition at. every ste l) ) for solving Eq.(17) and then to calculate the traltsil.i()ll

probability following formula (20) or (21) up to the necessary accuracy. 'l'hrretk)re, il is int('restillg

to call them "the super-l)latinium rules".

This means that the method of expansion in power of sntall I)a|'allt(:'l,et ' is l)OSSil)le for the

eigenvalue problem 1)ut is very bad for solving the t.ime-depelld(,Itl Schr&litlger eqlmtion, wldch

is in a similar situation with the one of tit(' analyzed tit [3] e(luat, iolls (:(m('(,rtl(,d wil[_ the se.('ular

terms.

The conception of "the transition l)rol)ability per unit tim('" is not vali(I for the l)arti('ular case

and therefore, is not. valid for the general case of the tiltte-depende,t l)erlurbatiolt ('ith('r.

Since the nonrelativistic case is a t)articular one of the r(,lativisti(' ('as(, wll(ql tit(' l)article

velocity is very much less than the light, velocity, this (:oncel)lion is llol vali(I ill lhe relativisti('

case either, consequently, in Qualltuln field theory,in which there al'e really s('lf-il,onsistences.

Thus, the carelessness of the genius laureates of Nobel l)ri(:es Itave file llegat.iv(' influence on

the development of the modern l)hysics.

With a honesty and a courage of the scientist we have to see dirt,el ]v t.o lit(" ll'ullt aud together

reconstruct the current physics without l)irac's COllCel)ti'ou of "lhe lransi/iolk i)robal)ility per utl]t

tilne'.

The author would like to thank Prot_. V.l.Manko. (;.('.(;llirar(li alL(l l;L('.(;.Suda.rshan for

their support.
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